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A healthcare organization’s people, processes, and systems are what make or 

break patient care. With significant investments continually earmarked for new 

systems and technologies, healthcare systems (providers) must increase patient 

engagement while leveraging that available data to improve the quality of care 

and patient outcomes. 

Cloud computing is increasingly being adopted by healthcare organizations as a 

way to improve the efficiency, stability, agility, and elasticity of IT systems.

However, cloud computing comes with challenges, especially for healthcare 

organizations, including data security, compliance, and adoption. Healthcare 

organizations deal with sensitive patient data daily, and any breach could 

have serious consequences. Cloud-based systems can be complex and require 

specialized expertise to set up and maintain.

As the healthcare industry continues to evolve, so does the need for reliable and 

efficient technology solutions. Cloud computing offers a number of advantages 

for healthcare organizations, including improved data security, reduced IT costs, 

enhanced agility, and improved collaborative capabilities.

Cloud computing provides a more efficient and cost-effective way to manage 

IT workloads. Cloud-based solutions offer increased flexibility, scalability, and 

security. For healthcare organizations, these benefits can be particularly helpful 

in meeting the challenges of an ever-changing landscape.

Increase flexibility, s c a l a b i l i t y , and security. 
Respond quickly to new regulations, take advantage of new 
opportunities, and improve overall patient care.
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THE OPTIMUM HEALTHCARE IT ADVANTAGE

Optimum Healthcare IT has partnered with healthcare organizations since 

2012. We understand healthcare IT operations, the current demands on 

healthcare IT staff, and the need to fully leverage IT spend. Our consultants 

have served as hospital CIOs, CTOs and CISOs. We have the experience and 

insight to share industry best practices and solutions to common problems. 

Whatever the engagement, we deliver an individualized experience, 

customized to the needs and culture of your organization.
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WHAT WE OFFER

Selecting the right cloud implementation partner is essential. Optimum Healthcare IT has a thorough understanding 

of the healthcare industry and IT landscape and brings a team of cloud computing experts to every implementation. 

With our focused industry knowledge and solutions, Optimum delivers scalable services that will modernize your 

workflows and user experiences, and we can customize our services to meet your specific needs.

A successful Cloud implementation starts with a comprehensive assessment and strategic planning. The Optimum 

approach begins with a thorough assessment of your current environment and strategy specific to your business 

needs, focused on guiding principles, governance, and organizational enablement. Our expertise will allow you to 

maximize your Cloud investment and deliver your projects on time and budget.
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Optimum Healthcare IT provides comprehensive Cloud 
Strategy, Implementation, and Support  Services to 

accelerate your digital transformation goals.
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Optimum Healthcare IT is a Best in KLAS healthcare IT staffing and consulting services firm based in Jacksonville 

Beach, Florida. Working with healthcare providers, payers, software, and life sciences organizations, Optimum 

provides professional staffing and consulting services that support our client’s needs through the continuum of 

care. Optimum’s comprehensive service offerings include EHR, Technical, Security, ServiceNow®, ERP, and our 

talent and skill development program, Optimum CareerPath.

Visit optimumhit.com or call 1.904.373.0831 to find out how your organization can take advantage of 

our service offerings.

At Optimum Healthcare IT, we are committed to helping our clients improve healthcare delivery by providing world-class 
staffing and consulting services. We bring a team of the most proficient consultants in the industry to help healthcare 
provider, payer, software and life sciences organizations meet their goals. When our clients have a need, we will fill it. 
Together, we identify and implement the best people, processes, and technology to ensure our client’s success. Our approach 
is comprehensive; our experience is vast. 

We listen; We Learn. Our Success is Your Success.
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Former clinical and operational leaders from 

provider organizations who have been in your 

shoes and understand the complexities of EHR 

delivery.

One of the nation’s largest consulting teams 

consisting of operational leadership, clinical, 

revenue cycle, and ERP specialists with access 

to thousands of resources.

Dedicated healthcare practice focused on the 

continuum of care via clinical and business 

processes, delivered via IT strategy and 

advisory services. 

Extensive industry and vendor knowledge with 

large-scale, multi-entity EHR experience.

Extensive client reference-ability and a long 

track record of successful engagements 

completed on-time and under budget.

Ability to deliver a wide array of quality services 

and consultants across the full spectrum of 

provider systems, while quickly pivoting to 

address your unforeseen needs. 

SkillMarket, our proprietary software platform 

designed to automate complex tasks such 

as resource selection, scheduling, detailed 

reporting, compliance, and more.
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WHAT GIVES US THE EDGE

OUR PHILOSOPHY


